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CI.ASSICAJ. GUITAR LESSONS; Segovia melhod,
llcgiJmcr~ welcome. 266-9291.
2/28
QA TYPING SERVICB, A complei'e typing and
cdltprial "YStem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
sclwlns1h:. Churl~& tables. 345-212:;.
4/29
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call268-4917,
2/9
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM sclcclric) and
now 3-minule Passport Photos. No appointment.
261!·8515.
tfn
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PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from lne UNM). We
Deliver. Call843·9750.
2110
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PERSONALS
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~ ACCURA'i;r: INFORMATION. ABOUT
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ttm:l'pllon. ~tcrilimtion, nbortion. Righ1 1o Chaos~,
294-0171.
UJS
THE AMERICAN DOLLAR has d~preciated
con~iderably ngninst the German Mark, This will
cause Birkens10cks 10 increase in price$3/pr. starting
Feb, 13, Birkcn.'itoeks now 200"/o off old price until
Feb, II ut Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-9946.
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DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating
children from 9~36 momhs of age to participate In u
stl1dy on pl_ny. If you are hncrestcd, please call 217·
4209.
2/10
C'ONTACTS'I'I POLISHING& SOLUTIONS, Casey
tfn
Optlcnl Compnny, 255-B736.
FIRST LESSON FREE, Flat-picking or dassicnl.
r:sp~rienced teacher, Private lessom;, Ciill Marc at L
&M Music Studio: 247-8158,
2/10
KNOW SOMETHING THAT might make a good
news story? Cull lhc LOBO news lip hotlin~. 277511S6.
2/10
ALBJJQUJ3RQUE JOURNAL ONLY JOe, American
dgarcl\e.s 48c, every morrling at Pipe & Tobacco
Road. 1.1 blo~:k rrom UNM. 107 Corn~ll SE, M-F9·6
andSnt. 10·5.
2117
CARPOOL A VAJ !.ABLE FROM Santa Fe Ia UNM
for 9:30 cla.c;" Tues., Thurs. 1·988·2642,
2/14
COCKTAIL STYLE RAINBOW color cigarettes
avnililblc at Pipe & Tobacco RotHl, 10711 Cornell SE.
2114
NICK, SO NOW YOU want me to give you a call for
a dnte··don't hold your breath. Mary,
219
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING; Shari
intcn..,ivc ~:ourscs in shooting hlack-and-white. color,
l.cnrn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
dc<;igncd to suit your pre~ent knowledge: absolute
hcginuers or intcrmcdiutes. Special sessions in our.
door portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive darkroom tn~tructio11 If requested,
Ren~onablc udtion. Groups fill up quickly ~o call
soon for information. A-Pitotographer, 1717 Girard
NF.. 265·2444.
2(10
PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fosl-flil~lt soft bull needed,
lfintercstcd call298-M76.
2/13
GONNA BOOGIE TONJTE'I Ned's nus The PlaneiS
l'or dandng unlil2 am.
219
THE: HEART & THE BANDS C.:rcotivc Arts
Wnrhhop is offering a St. Valcnline.s Prinl
Wor~c;hop, Saturduy February II from 1:30·4:30 pm,
h:c<, $5 fur chtld and $10 for adult. Family sly!~
wor~ .. hop, :ulult't and L'hildren work tngclhcr learning
prim tech11i4UC<, fur St. Vuh:nline·~ Day cards. We
welcome <,tut.lcnt'l l'rum 6-96. To rcgiMcr call Rob
Ftig~<m. 255·JM4, J09 Harvard SE.
2/10
"CHANGED"- THE SPIRITUAL realities ir life
controlled by people. A documentary running noon
SUB 250C, M-W-F February IJ,Ij,J7. The Way
International.

2117

JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE 299-4773.
2flJ
THE HOPE Of GLORY! Free admission rock
conccrl. Saturday nile, February 11 t11. 7:00 at The
Chrhlian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
2110
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
;-l!v~·:;m1pi1y, prll'>C, puc1ry, etc. to l1NM's creative
\HHk.., lliOI~tltinc-Conccptiono;..Southwc~t. Room lOS
~larn1n Hall ur UNM Box 20. Deudline febr~1ary 28.

LOST & fOUND

LOST CAT, LARGE grey-brown-black .long hair~d
nuffy tailed, short legged mt:tle, 110 collnr, named!
Rllcy. Gone since Jar1. 25 from area A.~h and Silver,
Please catl247·2{,97 if found,
2/10
FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black, chairi
collar, no tags. Appears to be about 1 yr. old, Found
ncar Carlisle & Central. 299-7946,
2/15
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and
claim. Call n"fler 6 pm, 821-9527.
2/15
L?ST: FED. 4. WHITE male cal. Oree11 eyes, blue
rhuleMonecollar. No tags. 255-7435.
2114
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.
,2.17-5907.
ss

4.

HOUSING

. CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely rumished 1-bdrm, $110
Ulilitillf> puh..l. Cull Ui2;.J 751. Vullcy Rental~. $30 (ce, '
2/10
BI~E

TO CLI\SS .. Clean solid 1-bdrm, $145, bills
p:ud, Cull262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc,
2/10
~100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities
mcluded, C!!112ti2-1751, Vall~y Remals, $30 fee. 2/10
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice 3·bdrm
house. Non-~nJOklng. Around February 25th. 26HOJR3 al'ler 5 pm.
2/15
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN& Re~;reation rooms.
Smdy lounge.~. Pool, ~-Jnderground p<~rking. Social
2/9 .
programs, 303 Ash t;.~E, 243.2881.
SE 1-BPRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pets
welcome, $100. Call 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
~.

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCA'f REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·$200,
l[n
TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883·7787.
2124
FAST TYPING 266·39S3,
2114
UNM BOOKSTORE RHURNS POLICY; La" day
for full rcl'und February II, I) Hooks must be in
original~:ondition, 2) You must have cash rcc~ipt! 3)
YCiu must present stud~nt ID.
2/10
VOLVO REPAIR, CALL Mike, 247·9083.
2/10
INCOME TAX PREPARATION rorms 1040·A $5,
I040$7.50.Lollie,26S·l149.
2110
EXPERIENCED TYPJ~T. 821-7905.
2!10
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. In house .~cnkc,
rca~onable rates. Tom 243-7387.
2/10
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in·
~uram'e, le_sal, medical, statistical. Cal1266·4770.
2/10
TYPING MA ENGLISH.

Campus delivery. 2968S~.
J/20
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page, 883·
3822.2113

,I

2/JQ

GOOD NE 4:RM DUPLEX. Kids, pets OK, $130.
• Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 r~e.
2/10
ROOMMATE WANTeD TO SHARE house
$110/month. Call Jocl277~3230 or 255-3608.
2114
ROOMMATE NEEDED. CALL 261>·9222, $80.00
l11011lhly.
2110

5.

FOR SALE

DELUXE MICROWAVE LAI<OE oven tm1chmaEic
probe, m~mory. No down payment, assume smnli
nmnthly payment<;. 268-4393.
2113
.SI EEPING BAO. EDDIE BAUER Karakorum
mummy,-20, F. Right for camper$, bat·kpackcrs. 277·
JOJ9: 243-1985.
2/9
FOR REPA.IR BILL, 1.ig-zag sewing machine make~
llult<mho!~o;. Clllbmiderf., darns. Blind ~!itches
withmll attachment.<;, $27.50 and take machine. 2ti6~11.
UJ3
1977 GUILD D-25 A<'OUSTIC w/case cherry nnish
$275.00 cmt $375.00 new, 292-3087 after 5:30. 2/13
FOR SALE! 1976 Hal 131, 5·-~pccd, exccllcm condition, !ow mileage. Sony Ar-.-t-FM <,lcrco ca.ssctte.
Call Barry. tl7i-7R81.
2/13

liEV'~ ?Rf~ENT!7

PeUGEOT IO·SPEED, STRAIGHT handle bars,
down·lllbe frame, excellent condition, $60. Larry,
SHJ-7262 after I :00,
2113
NO flOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 wan.~ •
cn~~cne or 8 tru~:k player, Fronolic 6·Way 1.pcuker,
magncti~: lurntable1 as~umc ~111all monthly payments.
2116·JR71
2/Jl
SI~ARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale, 243408R,
Ull
TWO PAIRS OF K-2 ski boot.~, ~ize 9 1,1 $35, si?.c 4,
$25. Like new. 345-0959,
2110
10 YEAR .GUARANTEE unclitimed layuwHy, l.:'olor
telcvjsion, Brand new guarantee, do down payment,
snmll mantltly rmymcms until balance is puid off.
2fi6·lR72.
2113
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial model_ with
'lhag mke om! ~Hilchml.'nts. lifctimC" fnc1ory wnrmm)',
take over .~mall. payment.~. 266-.SR?I,
2/13
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPE;CJALS good thru
February. Delta Mark JOB $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Elcdronic
lgnitioil Sales.
2117
DF.LUX I! Kl NGSIZE WATER BED, excellent
condiJion, $75.00 Best offer, 242-2003 al'tcr five. 2/9
SONY TRJNJTJ(ON, AUTOMATIC one button iJJle
luning. big screen, ructorywarranty, 268-4393, 2114
PI-ONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong
wcukcrs. flHlgnclic turntable & hightrade t.'artrklgc
ca~~CIIC recorder, Assume small moll! hly paymentS.
2t>R-4394,
2/14
TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE- t0uch-matic
browning clement, large oven adjustable shelves,
auwmatic del'rost, memory take up, Small monthly
payments. 266-5871.
2/14
COMMeRCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC Must <ell big
motor auachmerus floor waxer & po,lisher, t~kc,over
payments till balun<.·e paid off. 268-4394,
Ul4
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig zag. Pny $16.00
nnd take m<Jchine. 266-51-!72.
2114
1960 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
good. $750.00, negOtiable, 243~73871cave mcs~uge.
2/9
.
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Vt\LENflNE rRr:lES

4200 Centr~l S.E.

.:~D:.Fiu Season Nears End in NM

ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL Law
~tude/lis, Ttlton. wanted, flroficiency required in
m<Hh, verbal, basil.! s.:icncc skill.~. Excelle-nt pay. Call

219

294-04 16.
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people, Work as liu.Jc ;JS 3 hrs. per week, or more.
Cull 299-0401 f'or morcinrormation.
212

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, CJMARRONCITA
Boy..,• Cnmp Htking interview.~ for CO!..lnSC](lr!i wilb
c~nl•ril;nw i•l Camp Crafts of Art,~ and Craf'!s. For
infurm<U!ml• ~·all Bill 266-4137 Friday 10:00 am 10

6:00 Pill•

2/9

PART-TIME JOB: SAl FS, fl!O')(iblc hourr, 1 ~;ood poy,
Pns~1Pie l'uiHimc .mmrncr, CaiJJ">hil Franc<'-Yk, CLU.
RRJ.5360,
2/17
MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign. No cx.perlt!ncc required. Excellent pay:
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career, Send $3.00
fm inl'ormution to SEAFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
Pon Angclc'l, Washington 98362,
2110
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MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $89.95 huys
you I) dark walnut stai11cd frame, 2) safety liner, J)
roam et)mfort p;r~, 4) any size mallress with 3-ycnr
guarantee; $89.95.3407 Centi-al NE. 255-2289-. 2/23
DANCg;; FEBRUARY 19,1978, 3pm-7pm
Americnn Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE,
Music by Spinning Wheel, $ti a couple $3 single
tkkcls av·1ilablc at all T'1c k etmaster 1ocauons.
· '
21 10
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If students on campus are lucky and keep
their fingers and toes crossed, the flu season,
consisting of three major vicious bugs, may
just pass us by.
·
Dr. Joseph Beres, director of the Student
Center, said, "It's near the tail-end c:if~he flu
season in New Mexico with the early spring.
The season usually lasts from November
through February."
Another doctor at the health center, Dr.

Another doctor at the health center, Dr.
Because of the recent Russian flu outbreak
Larry Clevenger said, "We have yet to see in Colorado, however, Beres said a few cases
the major flus. We have seen the usual nm of would probably show up in New Mexico,
the mill cases of colds."
"but we're not expecting a mass epidemic."
The three most common flu strains this
year A-Victoria and A-Russian. Cases of
Clevenger said prevention of the illness
Texas and the Victoria strains have been depends on prior exposure to flu germs. He
repor!;ed around the state but Beres said he said A-Russian flu would affect more people
didn't know of any cases of Russian flu af- 25 years and under because they haven't had
fecting New Mexico residents.

New Mexico
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Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs
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.FOR I.IBRARY LOANS
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VALID LIBRARY BADGE

.35c

M.!U;J BE PRESENTED
READERS.
~

·TO DAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 NFL team
5 Until now: 2
words
10 Tribal weapon
14 Regiment or
division
15 Inclined
1 6 Of the laity
1 7 Segregating
19 Sego Lily
State
20 Old West
squatter
21 Gifts
bestowed
23 Chinese
monetary
unit
25 ---- it on the
line
26 Perm1ts
30 Involuntary
visions
34 Ov1d love
poem
35 Alaska city
37 Pianist---Templeton
38 Animal's
stomach
39 Restitution
42 Dockworker's
union: Abbr.
43 Culture
medium
45 Charles'
canine
46 RUhf city
48 The older of
two
50 Low on

funds
52 Stroke on
the green
54 Numerical
prefix
55 In accord
59 Place !o
park cars
63 Bakery
equipment
Item
64 Dreamerupper
66 Heavy tress
67 English
town
68 Ships'
records
69 Lost fluid
70 Thread rope
71 Stam

UNITED Feature Syndic;~te
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

18 Horseshoe's
term
DOWN
22 Spiral:
Prefix
1 Devastate
24 Gives out
2 ----of
temporarily
Cleves
26 Tibetan
3 Be unsucmonks
cessful
27 Sculptured
4 Stammer
likeness
5 Some tlfes 28 Actor
6 Food scrap
Jerome----7 Balk
29 Kinds
8 8it of histo- 31 Speak withry
9 Classifies
32 Combat
anew
33 Of part of
1 o The deep
Eur.
36 Beef and
11 Farm crop
bacon
12 Geological 40 More robust
epoch
41 Mariner
13 Dull pain

ment.'~

.

·• . .

Today is the final day students may change class grade options to credit on no credit.

,.,

...._

Okies

exposure to that flu and haven't built up the
antibodies.
Flu symptoms include high fever, aches
and pains and some respiratory effects, such
as coughing, said Clevenger.
If a person does fall prey to the little but
effective, flu germ, Clevenger said, "The
best thing to do is to make sure what is going
on and let the doctor prescribe the treat-

••••
.

Friday, February 10, 1978

Recorded Message
Phone ?~~568

~

\.

*.Sl'ECIT\L PRINK fJ\!CES t\U. Nne
TtlE KETUI?N of the fAMOUS.
NED~ VALENTiNE
LOVE POriON XXX
~fREE FI..OVvERS
for ~he Lt\Pl:ES

~P~A~RT:;;:;T~IM;:;E~J:'~~;lP;l~.O;Y;M;E;.N;.T;;fo:r:p:eo:p:le=•=·l:,o:l::.ikc

MOPEDS FROM $399, Vespa Scooter~: Ve~pa,
Peugeot, Hercules, Balavus Mopeds. Service & a~:ccs~ories. ,I ,J, Moped, 3222 Central SE, 26R·3949 2/9

ft"! ,..,
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Library Prohibits
Book Check-out
Undergraduate students in certain required courses in the College of
Nursing but not enrolled in that College were not allowed to use the Health
Sciences Library until this week .
Students enrolled in Introduction to Nursing 225, Pathology 240, and
Human Development 324 but not enrolled in the College of Nursing are
now permitted to use the library. Certain books required for these courses
are available only in the Health Sciences Library.
Dianna McDonald, assistant professor of nursing and instructor for the
courses, said, it was a "misunderstanding" and the students in these
classes may now check out the required books from the library.
Before, students were allowed to usc the library but not check out any
materials.
Ms.'McDonald said she sent a class list to the library of the students involved and they may now check out books,
Cecile Quintal, assistant director of the library, said all nursing students
have access to the library. She said there never was a problem but rather a
"misunderstanding on the part of one student."
'
Ms. Quintal said special cards ate issued to eligible students which must
be presented before materials may be checked out from the library. Other
undergraduate students, however, may not check matrials out of the
Health Sciences Library.

More Students Eligible

Financial Aid Broadens

44 Malured
47 Free skating
figures
49 Away from
inside
51 An adminlstra!Jon
53 Arizona
community
55 Val!lt for the
dead
56,EIIipsoldal
57 Hered1lary
uml
58 Demolish·
Var
60 Spinning
l1ke- --·
61 Discotheque
word
62 Prefix for
while
65 Stale VIP

By DAVID SHAW
LOBO Staff Writer
Two proposed changes in student
loan programs will make 99 per
cent of UNM's student body
eligible for financial aid next year,
said the Associate Director of the
Students Aid Office, John
Whiteside.
The changes adjust the ceilings
which now limit the dependent
student from a middle-income
family in participation with the

student loans program, said Finan.:ial Aid officials.
The program will raise its ceiling
to $40,000 and the Federal program
willhave a ceilipg of $25,000 on the
adjusted gross income of a
student's family under the
proposed rules, officials said.
A Financial Aids Office counselor said the money in the
National Direct Loan program has
not been increased and the demand
by students has grown. Last year ·

the money was committed totally
by the first of October, they said.
Whiteside said, "The National
Direct Student Loan money will be
committed by the first month of the
academic year again this time since
the money has not been increased.''
He said the New Mexico Student
Loan Program has had additional
money, but is less popular with
students because it has a higher interest rate + seven per cent.
Approximately 10,000 un-

New Mexico Judge Rules

1

Sex Adds to Education

7

•

j_

The court reversed the conviction
SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI) - An
associate judge of the New Mexico of Ernestine Favela, charged With
Court of Appeals has ruled a 23- contributing to the deliquency of a
year-old woman, by engaging in minor by engaging in sexual insexual intercourse with a IS-year- tercourse Feb. 12, 1977, at Clovis,
old boy, contributed to his worldly N.M.
Associate Judge B.C Hernandez
education- not to his deliquency.
Lewis R. Sutin, concurring in a dissented w1th Sutin and Judge
2-1 opinion, questioned whether Ramon Lopez, who ruled the act
the consensual act caused or en- ·was not a crime or violation of the
couraged deliquency of the youth, children's code regarding deliquenthree years shy of adulthood under cy.
" I consider that it is,
New Mexico law.
"As a matter of law, I say that it nonetheless, immoral and would
did not," the silver-haired, bearded tend to cause the minor to be
Sutin said. "To me, a legal act does delinquent," Hernandez said.
Sutin said the state did not
not tend to cause or encourage
charge the defendant with illicit
juvenile deliquency,
"A consensual act of sexual in- conduct for an act which, comtercourse engaged in by a young mitted by two adults, did not conman is nothing more than sex stitute a crime.
"The legislature abolished for·
education essential and necessary in
his growth toward maturity and nication as a crime," Sutin said.
"In doing so, it cast aside the ansubsequent domestic family life."

cient religious doctrine that forbids
such practices.
"It recognized, as a matter of'
public policy, that this conduct did
not violate the mores of the 20th
century, Today, sexual intercourse
is recognized as normal conduct in
the development of a human being.
As a result, this subject is taught to
children in the public schools.
"Once upon a time, the burden
of teaching this important subject
rested upon parents, but generally
it was forbidden as a subject for
discussion in family life, It was too
difficult for patents to explain.
"Children had to learn this subject matter along a different route
in walking down the pathway of
life. The fact that a normal young
man experi'ences one act of sexual
inlercourse does not tend to cause
or encourage a perversion of the
sexual instinct."

dergraduate students are currently
receiving aid from the government
programs at UNM, officials said.
Another thousand graduate
students receive aid, but the Financial Aids Office prefers to fund the
education of undergraduates. The
senior student who is nearing
graduation has the best chance of
all students to get an education
grant, said officials.
The primary programs administered by the Financial Aids
Office are the National Direct
Student Loans, the Supplemenyary
Education Oppourtunity Grants
(SEOG), and the campus WorkStudy program.
The office is the disbursing agent
for the Basic Education Opportunity Grant (BEOG) from the
Federal government.
A student may qualify for more
than one program of financial
assistance. The BEOG is awarded
to a student demonstrating need
even with a loan or a part-time job.
The student who is near graduation
is given special consideration in this
case, Student Aid officials siad.
The SEOG is administered by the
office and the office controls the
standards of entry. Unlike the
BEOG, the SEOG recipient has an
eligibility determination made
directly from the financial aids office.
One of the Financial Aids officers )lOW charged with assessing
eligibility, Nancy Erickson, said,
"My favorite for the SEOO is a
woman with a child or a man with a
child.''

All programs require a minimum
grade point average. A student
must have a 2.0 GPA and carry 12
hours.
Officials said this semester 2,000
letters were mailed to students
denying further money due to low
GPAs, or too few hours.
One other program is particularly a favorite of the counselors in Financial Aids. The
federal government provides 80 per
cent of , the money to pay the
students on the work1study
program.
Erickson said, ''Our office could
not exist without work-study
students; the library uses a lot of
work-study people."
The work,study program is
available to part time students who
may not qualify for other loan
programs. The part time student is
eligible in many cases for the
BEOG program, officials said. The
application, if approved, is run
through a needs analysis by the
federal agaency and acceptance is
fowarded to the University.
Enrollment is verified by Finan·
cia! Aids and the amount to be
received is computed by a constant
index. for all students in the case of
one-half or three-quarter time
students, officials said.
The Financial Aids Office has
counselors for 'students who wish to
apply for Bureau of Indian Affairs
loans or Tribal Grants to Native
American students. The programs
for Native Americans are under
seperate regulations, but the office
can assist a student in getting
money.

R~~r.:arch Grants Available ·

Military Academies Hit by Flu
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ATLANTA (UP I)- Outbreaks of
Russian Flu were reported Thursday at military bases and
·academies signaling a possible
second epidemic wave of influenza
in the United States this winter.
The National Center for Disease
Control issued a report of confirmed A-USSR flu outbreaks,
listing nine separate localities scattered across the country where the

Russian influenza strain has surfaced.
Russian flu epidemics were confirmed at the U.S. Military
Academy in West Point,- N. Y.,-and
the Air Force Academy in
Colorado. A flu-like illness with
clinical symptoms resembling those
of the A-USSR virus, also hit the
U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Md.
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A Progressive.Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power

A Good Self Image

N

Program By Dr. Job Ebenezer
A Group Discussion in Christian context
Sunday, Feb. 12, 5:30p.m. Meal: 75 cents
"Where is your real beauty?" I Peter 3:3-4
At the United Ministry Center
1801 Las Lomas NE 247-0497
Positive, Joyful and Christian

~~k;~~~i©
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ffiotnlng Speclnl
9:00-11:00 a.m.
Small Orange Juice
Small Coffee & Roll
Oni.Y 75c
~©W0tl' l®'\7G>i
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Loves me •••
Loves me not

World News
Byrd Emphasizes Need
For Pact Ratification
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Democra~ic leader Robert
Byrd told the Senate Thursday it was not elected to
blindly follow public opinion and should ratify the
unpopular Panama Canal treaties "In the best interests ofthe United States.''
·
But Republican Leader J:Ioward Baker, who supports the pacts with some reservations, said he sympathizes with senators asked to defy constituents in an
election year. ;~ ·
"This issue is· a killer, politically," Baker said as the
ratification debate moved into its second day. "It can
devour you or kill you. You ca:n't profit by it.''
Byrd, however, made plain he is weary of those who
declare their hands are tied by apti-treaty public
.pressures. He said he supports the pacts on their
merit~, even though many of his West Virginia constituents do not.
1
"I owe them not' only my attention," he said,
departing from his prepared text to deliver an im- passioned, ad-Jibbed lecture. "I owe them my
judgment, That's why they sent me here.
"If I am to reach a judgment based only on the
number of names on a petition or on the weight of the
mail, what we need is a computer and a set of scales to
represent the people of West Virginia in the United
. States Senate.''
Their comments focused attention on a background
issue that could doom the canal treaties- the fact that
American public opinion, as measured by polls and
constituent mail, is running heavily against the pacts
despite President Carter's efforts to turn the tide.
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As Senate debate proceeded, the problem was
illustrated at the White House by Sen .. Edward Zorinsky, D-Neb., visiting at Carter's request to discuss the
canal issue.
Zorinsky said he personally favors ratification but
will vote against it if a solid majority of his constituency remains opposed.
"Given the opportunity,,,. he said, "The public of
this country knows more about the needs of this country then do the self-proclaimed Washington experts."
In his prepared speech, Byrd also said the treaties
will cost the taxpayer some money -despite Carter's
assurances they will not - but urged the Senate to
ratify them "in the best interests of the United States-militarily, economically and politically."
He said anticipated canal tolls will cover most, but
not all, of the transition expenses.
"Appropriations will ... be necessary to implement
certain aspects of the new relationship if the treaties
are ratified," h~ said. "This would include such matters as early retirement programs for canal employees
. 'and the cost to the Department of Defense for
relocating certain military facilities and absorbing
funct.ions ~ransferred from the Canal enterpris"."
It IS estimated the military shifts could cost about
$43 million and the retirement arrangements up to
$8.5 million, Treaty opponents claim other items
could drive taxpayer expens~s up to $1 billion.
The treaties would dissolve the U.S.-controlled
canal zone and turn the waterway over to Panama at
the end of 1999.

WASHING T 0 N (UP I) President Carter asked the Senate
Thursday to ratify a 10 year old
treaty t.o require the United States
to submit v o I u n tar i1 y to international inspection of its nonmilitary nuclear facilities..
. Dr~ Jessica T!-lchman, National
Secunty Council staff member,
said Carter asked for ratification to
encourage other countries to submit to inspections.
She said Britain was taking
parallel steps to join the United
States as the only countries with

nuclear weapons to permit inspections.
"Universal participation ... is a
c en t r a I g o a 1 o f o u r n 0 n _
proliferation policy," Carter said
in a message to the senate.
If the treaty with the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) is ratified, the United
States would submit inventory and
design information on all peaceful
nuclear facilities to the agency.
The IAEA carries out such inspections under the Nuclear NonProfliferation Treaty, which has 99

signers.
"One of the major reasons why
some countries have hesitated to
sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty
is they fear inspection requirements
would put them at a commercial
disadvantage," Miss Tuchman
said. .
.
.
"It's hard for us to argue Jt
won't when we don't have to do the
same thing. By making this voluntary act, we're attempting to
demonstrate the tangible evidence
that it won't." ·
Miss T!-lchman said after the
Senate ratifies the treaty, the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
would issue new rules to implement
it and the IAEA then would select
which facilities to inspect. The
United States would define whether
a facility is being used for peaceful
or security purposes.
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Do not pass Go- Do not collect $200° 0 But here's how to Drop a course after the 4th week.
Students who withdraw from a course or the University after the 4th week of classes are subject to
grades of W if passing and grades ofF (NC for graduate students) if failing. Each grade will be assigned
by the appropriate instructor.
You are encouraged to talk with your professor concerning your current status before completing the
withdrawal procedure. If you are failing and an F is to be assigned, you might find it to your
advantage to reevaluate your decision to withdraw. Regardless of the withdrawal grade you must drop
the course "finally in Bandelier East (Registration Center).
Course ,withdrawals are proce~sed only in the Registration Center-Bandelier Hall East. Withdrawals
from the University are pro<~<~;;st'd by the Dean of Students Office--1129 Mesa Vista Hall, 277-3361.

~----------------------------,------------------------------------~

LOS ANGELES (UP I)- A bit actor booked on suspicion of being
the Hillside Strangler apparently
has no connection with the case and
may be released from custody by
Saturday.
"There is no evidence so far to
link him to the murders," said Lt.
Dan Cooke, spokesman for the 93member strangler task force Thursday. "The only thing we have
found to link him to anything is a
marijuana substance called a 'Thai
stick' that we found at his residence
Wednesday night."
The actor, Ned T. York, 37,
remained in custody, however, for
intensive questioning by the task
force.
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Delta Sigma Pi will sell Columbian
carnations at the SUB from 9-3
p.m. today. Free city-wide deli very.

Nuclear Treaty Pushed

('t

Loves me

A hrr:1ted nuJ?ber of research grants for studies in Latin America this
s.ummer are available from the Committe on International Educatio D
Clark Calahan announced Wednesday.
n, r.
~he com~nittee is a part of the Border States University Consortium for
Latm Amenca (BAS UCLA).
ToJ?ics .~all~ng into the broad· category "Comtemporary Issues in the
Amencas . will be accepted for research, Calahan said, and persons from
all ~cademrc fields are welcome to apply, either individually or for group
prOJects. ·
·
·
The grants, which are primarily for minority faculty gradual~ students
a~~ advanced undergraduates will consist of a maxi~um of $500 per in:
diVIdual or $1000 per group.
C?lahan said, "Prefer~~ce .will be given to candidates wllo have not had
prevwus trav~l opportum.tles m the Americas outside the U.S.''
The c~mm~ttee has ?eslgnated that this research be used academically in
connectwn ~1th a semmar paper, thesis, or article, Calahan said.
· lnforJ?atwn an? applications can be obtained from Dr·. Calahan at the
Inte.rnatwnal. Off1ce,. 1717 Roma NE, or from Junella Haynes at the
N<~llve Amencan Studies Programs 1812 Las Lomas NE A 1· t'
are due AprillO.
'
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A free bicycle repair clinic will be
held in the eastside parking lot of
the Alternative Community Center,
106 Girard SE, Saturday, Feb. 11
from 10 am. until noon. For more
information, call the Albuquerque
Bike Coop at 265-5170.
Information about beginning
classes in social dance, swing, tap,
and disco is available Friday nights
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom Sponsored by the UNM
Ballroom Dance Club.

The "Path of the Masters" will
be taught at the meeting on Surat
Shabd Yoga tonight at 7:30-9:30 in
Room 231 C of the SUB. All,
welcome; no fee or donations.

Student Council for Exceptional
Childr~n meeting will be held Monday Feb. 13 at 7:30p.m. in Room
231 D and E of the SUB. Guest
speaker will be Jerry Stout.
'

Jammers Give Blood
For Cancer Patient

"

2;::

bl St~d;nt~ and staff fr~rn the department of music donated 79 pints of ~.
oo unng a blood dnve for a music student, Ed Snyder, who has con- 8
~~~~~ed a form of cancer, donor coordinator for United Blood Services ~
The blood drive, which attracted approximately 100 music department ;:
studdents and staff, was organized by Assistant Professor Oarrel Randall 0
~~an~usic student Phil Coonce, said William Rhoads, department chair-
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Friday, February 10
Noon - Will Ackerman's second
guitar album of 1977 is played.
7 pm - Longplayer - A new
release is featured.
9pm - Asylum Show. - Cowboy
l'\>rn.
Saturday, February 11
5pm - Hot Lix: Oldies, 19531963.
9pm - The Ghetto: Soul Music
till! am.
lam - Only The Radio: Live
music by the Cosmic Grackles.
Sunday, Febraary 12
8:30am- Morning Train- Black
gospel music.;
9:30 am - Max Liberty: Stories
for kids.
I 0 am - Something Classic Classical and contemporary
"serious" music u n t i 1 5: 3 0.
Featuring the Keiter Hall series at
4pm.
5:30 pm - Orient Express - International folk music.
6:30 pm - Singing Wire:
American Indian music.
9pm- The House That Jazz Built
-Jazz for four hours.

I

UNM Ballroom Dance Club is
sponsoring a Valentine's Day Dance tonight from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom Admission is 50
cents for non-member and free for
members.

"To All'Jicarilla Apache Students" + Denton Garcia of Dulce
schools, guidance counselor, will
be at the Native American Studies
Center all day today to discuss
financial aides and studies at
UNM.

z

$.

Snyder said the "participation was outstanding" with 79 units of who!
bloo.d donated. "Others tr}ed to donate, but due to deferments because 0 ~ 2
reasons and pressmg class schedules they were unable to do so " .~
hmedi~al
esrud.
• -

•

The University of New Mexico chapter of
Gamma Theta Upsilon, International Honorary
Geography Society is accepting applications
for full and associate memberships.
For information call Mike White 277-3622

Let yourself go!
. .. to any of 68 different
countries, in Peace Corps.
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2'nd Floor
Reps On Campus
Mon-Wed, Feb. 13·15

Acareer in law-withoutlaw school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work traditionally done by lawyers.
}hree months of intensive training can give you the
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
on~ of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
wh1ch you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms banks
and corporations in over 80 cities.
'
'
. If you ar~ a senior of high academic standing and are
Interested 1n a career as a Lawyer's Assistant we'd like
to meet you.
'
Contact your placement office for an ir.Jterview with our
representative.

1/3 -1/2
Sale

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, March 3

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
136 Montgomery Plaza 883-7290

235 South 17th Street, Phlladelphoa, Pennsylvama 19103
(215} 732·6600
Operated by Para·Legal, Inc
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8 An.gels Hit UNM

Book Bill Vitat
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Editor:
~would like to take this opportunity to thank the LOBO for its recent

8
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(SCENE: A large office complete with wet bar, plush furniture, desk
..,; and telephone with amplifier. Four people occupy the room - three
OJ
lovely young women and a pudgy middle-aged man. The phone rings.)
~
VOICE: Good morning Angels, Boseley.
p..,
ALL: Good morning, Charlie.
VOICE: Angels, my old friend Bud Davis, the president of the
University of New Mexico is having a number of troubles there. I want
you to go to Albuquerque and see wha.t you can do for him.
GIRLS: But·Charlie, the air is too dry there. What' II happen to my hair
and my skin? What can we wear? Do they have any,beaches?
VOICE: Only a duck pond, Angels. Have to run now. I'm involved in a
little academic affair of my own.
(Cut to another office where we see a man's back. He is looking at a
girl in a bikini wearing a graduation cap. THEME SONG accompanies
switch to President William E. Davis' office in Scholes Hall where the
Angels, Boseley and Davis are seated.)
SABRINA: Well, Dr. Davis, let's _get right down to basics. What
exactly are the main problems facing UNM today?
DAVIS; To begin with, a number of people from the Chamber of
Commerce are really pushing for this community college that we don't
want. If it gets through the legislature, we're hurting. Then· there's the
Pit. The Sex Pistols are coming to town for a concert and the .basketball
coach, Norm Ellenberger, won't leave the arena. Ever since, the Lobos
broke into the top 10, Norm thinks he owns the place. And the students
are over at my house threatening to burn it down unless we put a freeze
on tuition. And just think, 14,000 unsold copies of my book "Nobody
Calls Me Doctor" are in the cellar waiting to be sold to freshmen English
classes next year. And then there's the dogs killing the dl!cks in the
duck pond. PIRG doesn't haye a sense of. humor. The librarian strangler
just got.his 13th victim. The Lobo wolf mascot embarassed himself on
the Arena floor last game. The .....
KELLY: Uh, I think that's enough for now Dr. Davis. We'll handle the
top three. Kris, you go to the legislature and hook up with those guys
from the Chamber. Bri, you check out the protest situation. I'll take
care of Ellenberger.
BOSELEY: What will I do?
KRIS: You go have a drink with that male secretary over there. His
name's McKenna so he must like booze.
(Cut to The Pit. Ellenberger clings tenaciously to his chair on the
Lobo bench. His eyes are glazed. He hasn't shaven for a number of
days.)
KELLY: But Norm, you can leave. It'll still be here when you get
back.
NORM: No, no, no it won't. If I let the Sex Pistols in here, Johnny
Rotten will vomit all over the scorer's table and Mike Roberts wouldn't
like that.
KELLY: Suppose we put a muzzle on him?
NORM: Noway, he'd chew through it.
KELLY: Oh c'mon Norm, let's go. lt's6:30, time to watch "The Norm
Ellenberger Show."
NORM: Well that's a horse of a different color.
KELLY: Yeah, and afterward I'll fix you dinner and whatever.
NORM: Okay, but we've really got to keep up the intensity for the
whole night. So far we've never been able to put together a whole night
of complete intensity and concentration. We've gotten to the point
where we can only decline or improve and we've got to keep improving
with every date.
(As they leave The Pit, Johnny Rotten spouts several curses at the
couple and then vomits on Norm's heaishi. THEME SONG. Cut to the
next morning in Davis' office.)
KELLY: Dr. Davis, it looks like we've got all of your problems solved.
Norm is out of The Pit and the Sex Pistols concert sold out in three
hours.
SABRINA: And the students stopped protesting as.soon as we
promised them a cut in tuition and a pot vending machine in the SUB.
KRIS: And those nasty boys from the Chamber won't bother you
anymore. I had some pictures of them taken as they escorted me to the
Bull Ring bar.
SABRINA:· Yeah, the Chamber representatives and half of the
legislators.
DAVIS: I can't thank you girls enough.
VOICE: Good work Angels. You'll be back in Albuquerque next week
too. It seems my old pal Mayor David Rusk is having some trouble.
Citizens keep disappearing into the pot holes on the 'city streets. By the
way, Angels, whatever happened to Boseley?
BOSELEY and MCKENNA: (holding bottles of whiskey) Mywildl-i-ii-rish rose.
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LOBO Editorial Staff
Editor-in.ehief; Tim Gallagher
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News Editor; D.M. Flvnn
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lETIEAS: letters to ttlt) editor must be typed and signed by the author with the author's
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article and editorial on the $20 million library appropriation bill. The
importance of this bill to UNM's libraries cannot be over-stressed.
Without this bill, UNM's libraries will have to stop buying books or only
buy half of the serials they currently purchase.
This, bill, Senate Bill183, has c.urrently been tabled without prejudice
in the New Mexico Senate Finance Cbmmittee.
I would like to encourage the students, faculty and staff as individual
citizens Of New Mexico to write to the following legislators who are ·
members of that committee.
Senators C.B. Trujillo, Harry McAdams, Aubrey L Dunn,
John D. Rodgers, Bob E. Wood, Joseph A. Fidel John B
Irick, Bill L.,LEE, Jack M. Morgan, John L. Morr~w. R. E:
Thompson, Ben F. Altamirano, Paul F. Becht, Gladys Hansen,
Ray Leger and .Kenneth M. Schlientz.

Letters of support should be addressed to the Senator(s) of your
choice. The letters should be sent to the State Capitol, Santa Fe, NM
87503. Please include the bill number in your letter (SB 183). Thank you
for your help.
Leonard E. Garcia
. ASU NM Lobby Committee Chairperson

,

Critic's
Critic?

'

l

Editor:
While reading the opinion of
Gary Widlund last Friday on
Robert Spiegel's review of the
Vortex production of Pantaglieze, I couldn't help wondering a few things.
The writer not only disagreed
with Spiegel's review, which he
seemed qualified to do, but he
also seriously attacked Spiegel
himself as a reviewer, especially
with his strong statement, "who
the hell is Robert Spiegel and
how did he get to be art critic for
the LOBO?~'
Has Mr. Widlund read enough
of Robert Spiegel's reviews to
qualify such a· statement? This
wasn't mentioned. If not, then
how .did he get to be an art
critic's critic?
. Mayrana Curtis

I,

Scuba Club Otters Chance
To View Undersea World
By SCOTT CARAWAY
LOBO Staff Writer
For students who have a yen to
explore new worlds and to seek out
new life, the newly-formed UNM
Scuba Diving Club offers an opportunity to view first-hand the underwater world.
Club
president,
Kathy
Ti;mofeyew said, "The scuba club
is open to non-divers and divers
alike. We would like to introduce
new people to the world of diving.
Diving is really a high, when
your're under water you're in a different world. It's very peaceful.
"One time, she said, "I was
diving and watching the fish swim
around. It was just like rush-hour
traffic on land, and we were part of
it. I realized that in diving you can
participate in that other world, not
just observe. You can really live in
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Opinion

By Damian Horne

Editor:
Throughout history, literally volumes have been devoted to the topic
surrounding the "White Man's Burden." Most individuals have
presumed this to be an exclusively 19th and early 20th century
phenomenon which, after reaching its leprous zenith, waned, only to
come to lie with roots and among the reeds. This, of course, is nothing
but fallacious simplicity! And deadly fallacious simplicity at that!!!
Indeed, through the noxious naivite of our native neurons, we today
are allowing this fallaciousness, this pox upon the very bowels of our
civilization, to lead to the cultural evisceration of our children. And, my
friend, there can be no more a painful and slower disembowelment of
the human soul than is that which is represented by the agonizing
mental emasuclation manifested within the malevolent insiduosity of
inclusive intellectual toxityl It's as plain as the noses on our faces-the
white man's burden is alive and well (and what's more) reveling in its
carthogenic catharsis within the very molecular latticework of
enlightened man (and woman) kind.
Just take a look at our public schools (where black delinquents rob
white children of their lunch money) or take a look at our universities
(where four-letter-words, once the sole constituents of the English
vocabulary among the chicano race, now roll, with surprising alacrity,
off the tongues of our own kind I.
Chicanos, prefering to demote them to the rank of hybrid, but that is
the subject of yet another letter, and no attempt to delimit this urgent
topic will be made here. Another similarly vital point which I intend to
pursue fully upon some future date concerns that subversive, ploemic,
grandilioquent garbage which states that Indians lived in this country
before the white man. As any fool knows, this is pure unpalpability.
How fallciousness such as this can be perpetuated within our otherwise
modern sagacity provides proof positive of the existence of certain dark
and devious forces currently consumating their vexatious viscissitudes
via their grandiose genuflection in overglorification of minorities.
Indeed, present day educants agree (at least in principle) that the white
man and the Indian both arrived in the U.S.A. at about the same time;
the white man from England ( 1492) and the Indians from Mexico ('1493).
I say to you, that the hour is here to send all these people back to
where· they came, lest we be driven mad by their degradations,
debasements and debaucheries; lest we be forced to stare into the orb
of sage Solomon's amphibian. If you, the reader, are inclined to agtee
with my assessment or have similar inclinations towards this subject,
drop me a letter and I will send you, free of charge, a 250 word pamphlet entitled: "The ABC's of the International Jewish Menace" along
with a "Honk if you hate Armenians" bumper sticket.
While the just mentioned creeping menace pretty much pisses me
off, it does not represent the subject of this letter. Instead, I am writing
in an attempt to alleviate my grim fascination concerning the construction of rhyming phrases dealing with the various methodologies
employed during the act of fornicating with animals. If anybody can
come up with new additions to augment the list found on the following
page, please contact me immediately.
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Editor's note: This column was
submitted by Americans for
Rational Energy Alternatives
(AREA) a·nd will appear in the
LOBO each Friday.
In early January AREA undertook a survey of public opinion
on nuclear waste disposal in New
Mexico. Volunteers called over 50
Albuquerque residents picked at
random from the phone book. The
results to the four-question interview revealed some interesting
insights about people's attitudes
toward this issue.
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Sixty-eight per cent or me Interviewees felt continued development of nuclear power was needed
to offset the growing energy crisis.
A group of 23 per cent did not support the development of this
resource, with nine per cent undecided.
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State Residents Favor
Nuclear Development
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After being reminded of New
Mexico's unique position as the
United State's number one uranium
supplier, the public was asked if
this state should also be a Candidate state for a disposal site. Of
the respondents, 45 per cent felt
that New Mexico should be among
the candidates. Another 39 per cent
felt the state should not be considere<.l at all. A large group of 16
per cent reported they were undecided on this point.
The next query concerned the
amount of emotionalism being employed by the media in the coverage
of the waste disposal question.
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Almost half of the people responding believed that too much was
being used. Thirty-eight per cent
said the level of emotionalism was
about right, with 14 per cent having
no opinion on this subject.
.
The final question was asked
people whether or not New Mexico
should have a waste disposal site.
In response to this 45 per cent were
in favor, with 41 per cent against
and 14 per cent undecided.
As you can see the population
favored continued development on
nuclear energy sources at a ration
of 2-1, but favored waste disposal
in New Mexico by only a slight
margin. Waste disposal is a vital
part of the nuclear fuel cycle, a
cycle which begins with the mining
of uranium near Gra~ts N.M.
It also seems as if the portion of
the·people who wanted this state to
be a candidate state, felt it should
contain a waste site as well. Large
undecided categories showed up in
all of the last three questions indicating that the 'issue is far from
settled. These undecided persons
would cast the determining votes in
any ballot on the matter.
AREA is an Albuquerque based,
non-profit, citizens group advocating across the board energy
development. This includes solar,
geo-thermal, nuclear, oil, gas, and
coal as rational energy alternatives.
Conservation is also considered to
be a necessary building block for
the future.
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that world."
Although the club is open to nondivers, you must be certified with
the National Association of Underwater Instructors before attending any dives with the club.
Non-divers can attend the club
meetings, Timofeyew said.
Each meeting we'll have films,
slides or speakers that should interest the non-diver and diver alike.
We've got some really interesting
speakers lined up.
Rick Grissom, a student at
UNM, will speak to the club about
underwater photography.
Dr. Molles, a biology professor
at UNM, will speak on reef life
fish. A talk on medicine and diving
by Dr. Peloso will cover aspects of
diving related to first-aid.
Dr. Peloso will take the club on a
tour of the !!Y.l~lli!ll!.£.,C
"

Presbyteri.an
Hospital,''
Timofeyew said. "It's the only one
in the state." That piece of equipment is essential for any one with
embolism or the bends.
The club has some dives already
scheduled. The first, on Feb. ·18,
will be to Blue Hole Lake near Santa Rosa. Although some people
think that Blue Hole is like an
elevator shaft, Timofeyew said, "I
think it's very beautiful there. It's a
great place to practice and every
time you go there it seems different."
During the spring break the
group plans to go to Lake Powell in
Arizona or to California, depending on what the members decide,
she said.
The officers of the club, Don
Broussard and Kris Anderson,
decided along with her not to plan
every trip in advance.
"We want to let the members
decide where they would most of
all like to go and what they can afford at the time. We want to keep
the meeting as unofficial as we can
so that they can be fun, to.''
To minimize the possibility of accidents on outings, the club wil
have a dive organizer and a dive
master on every dive. These will be
people trained in first-aid who can
pick the dive sites for safe entry and
exit points, Timofeyew said. They
will also perform equipment checks
for divers prior to entering the
water, she added.
"As a group we can act more
responsibly to keep diving as safe
and as fun as possible. We can also
keep it within the student budget,"
she said.
Members of the c1 ub can get
discount prices on rental equipment, not only for the club outing
but anytime they need diving gear.
Club meetings are at 7:30 in
room 180 Johnson Gym. The next
meeting is Feb. 15 and will feature
a film, "Back from Extinction"
about the California sea otter. On
Feb. 22, the documentary film
"Island of the Blue Dolphin" will
be shown.
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Class Aims at Individual

A new computer program being ways."·
implemented at UNM will make it · Zeilik has been awarded a grant
possible for teachers to in- by Exxon Education Foundation to
di vi dualize instruction for hun~ implement the Teaching Indreds of students who are enrolled formation Processing Systein
in large lecture classes.
(TIPS) in an introductory
"The current structure· of large astronomy class next fall. The
classes is oriented toward teaching system is "a computer program
the students as a group, not as in- that allows diagnostic t~sting in
dividuals," said Dr. Michael .large classes," Zeilik said.
Zeilik, assistant professor of
"The fact of life is that we have
astronomy at UNM, "The problem large lecture classes for a variety of
is that people learn as individuals. reasons," he said. "And they
They learn at different rates and usually occur in lower level courses
they Jearn concepts in different where students are most likely to
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· The Union (sub) Theatre·
His 'Gitl FrldGy with Co.ry GrGnt

FrldGy 7:00 Gnd 9:15.

students 11.00
general 11.50

SQturdo.y
Shop On ffiQin Street
The winner of QO RcQdemy Rwo.rd for
Best Foreign Film
Directed by )Qm Ko.do.r
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need individual attention. The
students feel lost, one of the mob,
and it's hard for the ones who are
having trouble to get the help they
need.
"The teacher's problem, on the
other hand, is how to individualize
instruction for a class of 200
people."
The purpose of TIPS is to
provide immediate feedback on
student progress to both the' instructor and the students themselves, Zeilik said. An instructor
uses TIPS by first deciding what
concepts he or she wants the
studertts to Jearn at each stage of
the cou,rse. He then prepares short
multiple-choice tests for each of
these stages.
The fests ars given frequently in
the eourse add are generally not
used for grading, Zeilik continued.
They are scored by computer and
an individualized printout is given
to each student based on his or her
test results.
The printout tells what questions
that student missed on the test and
identifies problem areas. It then
makes assignments to help overcome these problems. It also looks
at the student's progress for the entire course to that point 'and identifies broad areas of difficulty that
need to be worked on.

Complete- Lube &
Adjustments

10% off Reg.
Albq. Schwinn Cyclery
4404Menaul N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110

O.t 7:00 Qnd 9:30
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YOU LOSES LICENSE
HONOLULU (UPI) ; The Hawaii $f Medical Examiners has
unanimously revoked the license of Dr. Richard W. You, Internationally known sports phy~ician and Hawaii practitioner for
'
more than 10 years.
You, who· served as physician for two U.S. olympic teams, was accused by the state attorney general's office of prescribing "Unusual,
excessive and inordinate amounts of dangerous drugs,'' to such an extent that he "may have been a significant source" of illegal drugs in
Honolulu.
You's attorney said after the nine-member medical board made its
unanimous .decision Wednesday night that the physician will appeal.

Jofftey: Lif'e on the Re>nd
By WENDY BISSELL
·
They arrive at Popejoy, all 12 of
them, laden with dance bags and
makeup kits. They make their way
across the stage thumping and
testing the floor as they go, inspecting it for tonight's performance. They are the Joffrey II
Dancers on tour from New York,
and Albuquerque is another of the
numerous stops in cities across the
nation.
They have been living together
for eight weeks now on the
Greyhound bus that has recently
brought them from San Jose,
California and Jempe, Arizona.
They are young and enjoy their
lives of touring and dancing. At
least for the present. "Gentlemen
on the left at the end, ladies on the
right," commands tour manager
Les Schoof.
They move into their dressing
rooms and while most of them get
dressed for their dally class and
rehearsal, two dash off to Dairy
Queen for a fast cup of coffee and
Les heads for the Campus Drug
Store for a tank of oxygen.
It is hard work dancing at high
altitudes and Albuquerque is the
highest stop so far. So, just in case,

***-***
HUNT RAPS CBS
RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI)- North Carolina Gov. James B. Hunt Jr.
Thursday criticized CBS for its coverage of his decision not to pardon
the Wilmington 10.
Hunt said he believed the other networks "did a pretty fair job. I
thought CBS was very biased in their coverage. I don't say they did it
intentionally. I don't think they did, but that was the way it came·
out.'J
The governor said he received a response from CBS anchorman
Walter Cronkite in which Hunt said, "I think he sees some merit in
my complaint ... "
Hunt said he would write Cronkite again stating he believes many
people get their news from evening television shows and "you can be
as fair in 30 seconds as well as in five minutes.''

******

SCHWINN

February Special
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BANQUETFORO'BRIEN ·
NEW YORK (UPl) - Lawrence O'Brien, commiSSioner of the
National Basketball Association, will be honored at a Feb. 27
national dinner of tribute in cooperation with State of Israel bonds.
O'Brien will be awarded the prime minister's medal "in recognition
of his distinguished service of democracy and freedom, his devotion
to humanitarian ideals and his unswerving support of Israel in her
continuing effort to preserve her independence and achieve peace on
the basis of justice and brotherhood."
The silver medal, which bears the signature of Israel Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, will be presented to O'Brien by Uri Ben-Ari, consul
general of Israel in New York.
O'Brien had a distinguished career in public service prior to his
election as NBA president in 1975.

******

256-7921

WILLIAMS' PLAY
CHARLESTON, S.C. (UP!)- Officials of Spoleto Festival U.S.A.
announced Thursday the world premier of Tennessee Williams' new
play' 'Creve Coeur" will be held during this year's Spoleto festival.
The 16-day festival, which includes opera, ballet, chamber music,
jazz artd drama, will begin May 25. It is the American counterpart of
the world-famous festival held for the past 20 years in Spoleto, Italy.
"Creve Coeur,'' which translated from the French means "Heartbreak" will be presented nine times at the hi~toric Dock Street
Theatre. The play will be produced by Craig Anderson, who last year
produced the world premiere of Simon Gray's play "Molly."

Joffrey II in ciGss Gt Popejoy.

Ramones: Punk Station

Johnny, Joey, DeeDee and Tommy have something in common. They
are all Ramones, kings of punk and heavenly blast. From CBGB's in the
Bowery they come to Albuquerque to play the intimate confines of Subway Station tonight at 8:30p.m.
The Ramones are rumoured to bring their friends, Sheena, Ramona, a
troupe of glue sniffers and Nazi girl friends to add a festive mood to the occasion.
Albuquerque will ho longer be a virgin to the punk scene as the first big
tide of the new wave rolis in. On their first two albums, the Ramones were
in search of the fourth chord, but it seems as if they've found it on their
new album, Rockets to Russia. The group is strong believers of the short,
simple and direct delivery method. It is a rare occasion to see a threeminute song on any of their albums, but they are expected to lay down
some extra jams. Ramones have a reputation of being a live group.
Local group Kidd opens up the show with their own brand of rock 'n'

SEGAL'S NEW JOB
NEW YORK (UPI)- Dr. Sheldon J. Segal, an expert on human
reproduction, Thursday was·appointed director of a new division on
. ,
population of the Rockefeller Foundation.
The appointment was approved by the foundatiOn s board of
trustees and announced by Dr. John Knowles, foundation president.
Segal, 51, New York, will direct resear~h in reproduc~ive biology,
new contraceptive technology and population pohcy studies, Knowles
said. "Consistent with the foundation's commitment to medical
science, the population program will stress toward safe, effective and
acceptable methods of fertility regulation,'' Knowles said.
Segal presently is senior vice president and director of the Center
for Biomedical Research of the Population Council.
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10:30 p.m. At that hour not much
is open. As a result, they have hit
just abour every Sambas or Denny's from here to California.
"It's gotten to where I've
memorized the menus," 22-yearold Christopher Stoker said. He's
become partial to tuna melts.
All of the dancers must have a
high school diploma to be in the
company, but as for continuing
education, well, they dance and
there is precious little time for
anything else.
It can be trying being cooped up
il). a bus with the same people for
weeks at a time, but Chris says the
group generally gets along, mostly
because they have to.
"Everybody knows everything
about everyone," he says.
Lisa admits she sometimes
iegrets not having a "normal" life
like her twin sister. "I really miss
not being able to date. It's hard to
carry on a relationship when you're
always gone on tour."
Chris says it can get lonely being
in cities where you don't know
anyone but the company members.
But all say that they couldn't
imagine not dancing. For
Marylinn, school held not!ling. She
couldn't wait to get out so she
could dance.
Others have plans to eventually
take academic classes and look into
other related fields. But for right
now their lives are those of
travelling performers, constantly
arriving and leaving.
When in New York, the dancers
not only work with the main Joffrey company but are allowed to
take classes with other teachers.
Most of them will eventually
become Joffrey Company members. And that means less touring
to larger cities.
They are now at the beginning of
their careers that will last, if they
are lucky, 15 to 20 years.
It is a career that has been
prepared for with extensive training
and which they are well satisfied ,
with.

LOBO photo by Brian MaUhows

"Brown Sugo.r" b~bbled for sell-out crowd ..

Sugat: Bubbling Joy
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
The Broadway musical hit, Bubbling Brown Sugar stormed into
Albuquerque last Wednesday in a show that featured outstanding acting,
outstanding music and outstanding dancing.
Bubbling Brown Sugar dedicated to the music of the 30's and 40's jumped out and showered the standing-room-only crowd with energy and
most of all joy.
Bubbling Brown Sugar, written by Loften Mitchell, takes two young
lovers, Marsha (Rhetta Hughes) and Jim (Qlover Parkham) through a
musical tour of Harlem's cultural and musical renaissance. The three tour
guides are what we were led to believe has-beens, but it turns into a
glowing well-received tour with the guides, John Sage (Richard Brown),
Irene Paige (Mable Lee) and the ever satirical Checkers (Bobby Hill).
The show closed with the entire cast jitterbugging, tap dancing and softshoeing to a dramatic close. In all, Bubbling Brown Sugar did exactly
what it was built up to do--entertain.
After the show the entire cast of Bubbling Brown Sugar ventured to the
International Center for a reception held in their hqnor. The reception was
hosted by Afro-American Studies. Upon entry to the reception, the cast
was presented a Scroll of Honor by Afro-American studies director Dr.
Harold Bailey for its participation in Afro-History week.

Hancock: Likes His music

******

ARICHARD ROTH Presenlalmn o! A

the oxygen is waiting in the wings.
The dancers are 18-to 22-years
old and they make their livings
rehearsing six to eight hours a day,
five days a week, preparing for
.programs in New York and on
tour.
While on tour, the dancers
receive the dance union minumum
of $205 a week in addition to $29 a
day for hotels and food. They take
advantage of this and save their
tour money because when they
arrive back at their home base,
New York, they make $70 a week,
living from pay check to pay check
in exorbitant New York.
"Sometimes it's a struggle just to
buy toiletries,'' 18-year-old company member Lisa Headley says.
She lives with fellow-dancer
Marylinn Durbin, also 18 and
another friend. The three girls
share a one bedroom apartment
and pay $350 a month plus utilities.
Carl Corry, 20, shares a studio
for $375 a month and says a twobedroom place costs at least $400 a
month.
The dancers are used to touring,
but they do find a problem with
food. They don't eat before a performance and so their main meal of
until
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The RQmones: Rockets to Subway Sta.tlon
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By JANE QUESNEL
Gerre Hancock, organist and
choirmaster at St. Thomas Church
in New York City, performed for
the Music Vesper Series audience at
the First United Methodist Church
Sunday.
Expecting a man with such great
talent and far-reaching reputation
to be reserved and perhaps overly
dignified in manner, I was
agreeably surprised to find him instead unassuming, warm and
natural, with a ready laugh - a
man genuinely delighted with each
new compliment.
· Congratulating him on a tremendous performance, I expressed
gratitude that he had come to
Albuquerque to play for us.
"They were a marvelous audience," he smiled in reply. "I loved

h."

"I began as a piano player," he

told me, when asked if he had
always played organ. "I had about
10 years of piano before I began
organ lessons in college. I just fell
in love with the sound of the organ.
It's such a glorious sound, you
know."
Any trouble adjusting to various
organs?
"11. can be a problem," he admitted, '·but mainly it's interesting
because there's so much variety,
and each organ is different - like
getting to know different people. It
takes away the monotony and
provides a challenge to make each
one sound its best."
A portion of Hancock's recital
consists of improvisation on tunes
which he does not see, or have
knowledge of, until presented with

secondly, they therefore have an inthem at the conclusion of his prin- terest in trying to make things
ted program. Although he refers to sound the best we possible can.
it as the "risky" part of his recital, They're wonderful bunch."
this instructor of improvisation at
He said, "They have sung some
Julliard School and Yale University of my own compositions, some annever has a moment of panic while thems and a couple o f cantatas,
performing.
that type of thing for choir and or"I've been improvising as long as chestra."
I can remember. I had an interest in
Any chance your boys will make
doing it, so I was always trying my it this far west on a concert tour?
hand at it."
"I hope so, someday," Hancock
Married, and the father of two replied. "That would be wondaughters, Hancock has a sincere derful."
appreciation of his wife's musical
Any plans for a change in the
abilities.
near future?
"My wife is a terrific organist"I've been at St. Thomas six and
far better than I. She's my associate a half years now,'' he told me. "I'd
at St. Thomas, and a marvelous like to stay on; there's still a lot of
musician. She had 'the same work to be done."
tra1mng as I, undergrad and · One thing seems certain graduate school. In fact," he whatever the work left to be done,
recalled, "we met in graduate Gerre Hancock is the one to do it.
school."
The Choir School of St. Thomas
is a boarding school for boys of all
faiths, grades five through eight. In
addition to receiving a superior
academic education, they received
an intensive musical training, both
theoretical and practical, as members of the choir under Mr. Hancock's supervision and direction,
The boys also perform away from
church, and have recently appeared
with both the New York Philharmonic Orchestra and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
Does he enjoy working with the
boys?
"Very much, It's realiv exciting," he answered.
Any disciplinary problems?
"No, not at all, because first of
all, they are very musical, and
Geue Ho.ncock
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Julia Highly-Recommended
'
Julia, directed by Fred Zinnemann,
is playing at theM-Plaza.
By DAN HUMENICK
Three years ago the Hollywood
vogue was the Disaster Epic; now
its the "Women's Picture," a term
used so often by the media that it
~an almost be considered a genre
classification (which of course it
cannot be -the subject area is much
too broad for any such easy
labelling). At any rate, the latest
movie to intelligently study female
relationships is Fred Zinnemann's
Julia, a fine film based on a short
piece from Lillian Hellman's
autographical book, Pentimento.

aspect of his story, never letting his
characters get lost in the spectacle.
Julia is no exception. The story
takes place in the Europe of 1937,
When the forces of Nazism and
Fascism swept through the,. continent. There are scenes of battles
between the rebels and the militia
of this era, but they are imbued·
witha special .suspense because of
the fear we feel for the two main
characters: a young, politically
naive Lillian Hellman, played by
Jane Fonda, and her best friend,
Julia, a compassionate anti-Fascist,

..1 .

pl<!yed by Vanessa Redgrave. The
film tells of their relationship, a
friendship harmed slightly by their
severe differences in social
awareness. Fonda and Redgrave
give subtle, moving performances.
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Compiled By GEORGE GESNER -~ .. "
His Girl Friday: cary Grant
plays a Lou Grant type as he tries
to lure his ex-wife back to work.
Rosalind Russell, also happens to
be his ace reporter to add a complicated twist to _ the Howard
Hawks film at the SUB Theatre
tonight at 7 and 9:15p.m.
The Shop on Main Street: A
Czechoslovakian film about racism
and bigotry, believe it or not. It's
anti-semitism that strikes a bitter
chord in a film that brought about
an Oscar nomination for actress
Ida Kaminska. This 1965 sleeper
plays at the SUB Saturday night at
7 and 9:30p.m.
Chac: One goes to the Mayan
civilization to observe the realities
of myth and the
of reality at
Don Pancho's
and Satur-

The film, too, is quiet and
stirring. Some people may be
dissapointed that it is not a loud
and humorous fantasy. But for
those who want to see a quietly entertaining film with insights into
the conditions of humanity and
friendship, Julia cannot be more
highly recommended.

and it certainly is not merely a
Saturday night entertainment, like
The Turning Point. These two
films are dissl.milar in many ways,
and while comparisons do exist, it
would not really be fair to Herbert
Ross' phoney and somewhat bland
sophisticated soap opera to write a
whole review pointing out the
faults of the one and the virtues of
the other. However, I cannot resist
saying that putting Julia and The
Turning Point side by side would
be similar to comparing 2001 to
Star Wars or Carrie to The Exorcist.

It Takes One To Know One/Detective/Swan Song SS 8504
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
(Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply)

Career Employment
Opportunities
With The

U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency

Jnne Fondn

Regularly $2.98

NOW

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ECONOMICS/ECONOMETRICS
ENGINEERING (ME, EE, Electronics,
Aero, Nuclear, Civil)
FOREIGN AREA STUDIES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Russian, Eastern
Europe, Middle Eastern, Oriental,
Spanish)
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INFORMATION SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
OPTICS

Get an application form from the Career Planning
& Placement Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista Hall,
South: MAIL IT NOW. Qualified applicants will
be contacted to ~rrange an off-campus interview.

By MARK SMITH
•· The label Swan Song, owned by Led Zeppelin, basically features the
famous foursome and Bad Company. A five-man group known as Detective is a recent member to this label. Detective attempts to sound much like
their two predecessors coming up with a fair album, but nothing spec.
·
tacular.
The LP opens up with an excellent rocker called "Help Me Up." The
song features Michael Monarch, playing rhythm guitar with a lead solo.
The album then goes into a couple of decent songs named "Competition" and "Are You Talldn To Me?" These tupes are folfowed.by a
"Dynamite," a rather weak number, not living up to its explosive title.
The side concludes with the song "Something Beautiful," which opens
as a ballad and works its way into a fair beat tune.
The second side shows improvement with the songs "Warm Love" and
"Betcha Wont Dance" opening. The presence of Zeppelin and Bad Co. influences are really shown in the next song "Fever", as lead vocalist
Michael De Barrs gives his attempt at Paul Rodgers' one of a kind voice.
"Tear J erker" ends the album with some Jimmy Page-type flash in the
guitar work, but it's not too successful.
.
Detective may mature in the future, but for now it shows nothing new in
the rock field. C plus.
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<1->THE PARKER PEN COMPANY

Mail Your Own Resume Or Application Fonn To:
L.L.CURRAN

Gift Department at
UNM Bookstore

P.O. BOX 669
LAWNDALE, CA 90260

(on campus)
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day night.
Simon of the Desert: Not exactly
the sandman, but a look into the
life and times of Christian Saint
Simeon Stylites at Don Pancho's
tonight and Saturday night.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show:
Gender blenders, shocker rockers
and chic freaks are out to make
your nightmares reality at Don
Pancho's midnight movie.
Carnal Knowledge: The re-release
of this film classic features rump
roast Jack Nicholson, tenderloin
Candice Bergen, veal cutlet Art
Garfunkel and prime rib AnnMargaret. Age through the changes
at the Eastdale Theatre at 7:15 and
9:15p.m. and it's rated R for rare.
Turning Point: Ballet will set your
heart free and set the stage for a
very beautiful movie. Jete on over
to the Lobo Arts Theatre at 7:15
and 9:30p.m.
The Goodbye Girl: Herbert Ross
believes that two is better than one.
So on top of directing Turning
Point, he takes on this Neil Simon
heartwarmer, casting Ms. Simon
and Richard Dreyfuss in the

.·
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Pollworkers Urgently Needed
10 minute mandatory meeting
either Feb. 15 at 12:00 or 2:00 room 230
or Feb. 16 at 2:00 room 230

Absentee Ballots Available
qt the ASUNM Office Feb. 15-21

leading roles. Hiland Theatn
showtimes are at 7:30 and 9:35
p.m.
The Boys in Company C: And you
always thought that war was hell,
well it ain't necessarily so. Sidney
Furie directs a film that probably
takes you away from the tyranny
and hardships of Vietnam as much
as possible. The boy are at the Los
Altos Twin.
Heroes: Winkler plays the Field
leaving Ford to go Solo. It's worm
love at the Los Altos Twin at 7:30
and 9:45 p.m.
Equus: A powerful psychological
study into the interworkings of the
passions of love and pain. Peter
Firth bites on the bit while Richard
Burton bites on nothing in his
passionless existence. Horses will
never be the same. This dark horse
contender for the Academy Awards
is showing at the M Plaza Theatre
at 2, 4:!0, 7:15 and 9:45 p.m.
Julia: Literary circles are brewing
abroad with fine performances by
Jane Fonda, Vanessa Redgrave,
Jason Robards and Maxmillian
Schell at the M Plaza at I, 3:10,
5:20, 7:30 and 9:40p.m.
Semi,Tough: This semi-movie suffers from illegal motion and Kris
Kristofferson should be penalized
for unsportsmanlike acting. It certainly isn't a Super Bowl at the
Coronado Four at 1:10, 3:20, 5:30,
7:40 and 9:50p.m.
Oh, God: It was banned in Utah,
but lucky Albuquerqueans can..•.. see

this film. The anti-obscentiy board
didn't ~et this one, and besides, it
wouldn t have the nerve to shut
down George Burns and John Denver in this delightful comedy at the
Coronado Four at I :40, 3:40, 5:40,
7:40 and 9:40p.m.
The One and Only: He thought he
was a professional actor, but, the
Fonz was getting _no applause. So
he ta~es up wrestling where he can
be. WJ.th the guys and get _the .admiration .he c~aves for at nngside.
C~nter nng IS at the
FoxWmrock. , . . ,
~he Betsy: l'!o It tsn t a?out a sweet
gul from P1ke or a gtrl that embroidered with red, .whi~e and blue
tl\reads. Ins!ea? . It ,',s another
~obbms ,f,Ilm. What you
dHarold
re.am... th ey d o. So d ~earn a b out
seemg a good moVIe at the
Coronado Four at 1, 3:10, 5:20,
7:30 and 9:40 p.m.
Candleshoe: What a delightful
piece of family entertainment.
There's Jodie Foster; s e played a
ID Niven and Helen Hayes are a
beautiful couple and this is yet
another Disney film. Disney continues to churn out movies from
beyond the grave. Showtime are
noon, 2,4,6,8, and 9:50p.m. at the
Coronado Four.
Mean Dog Blues: The blue dogs

love at the Louisiana love at the
Louisiana Blv~. Cine~a.
Saturday Night Fever: John
Travolta slips his disco at the
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at 12:30,
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mAKE YOUR OWN mOVIE
"THE HIGH AND miGHTY LOBOS"
Staulngo ==~~ffle<O'PQ<eStud<es
swdl.> lqOI~<»Lomas
Shownmes. ContlnuousProgu>msEachS..mester
WayofUt<>Upon Graduation
0 •
Qgf~_.,olt.t ••

_ _;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:~

AdUeritures of the
mind & spirit .
F\"ace Corps & VISTA

Sign Up Now For Interview

Seniors/Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
1.u'"'P' On Campus- Mon-Wed, Feb. ~v··~,
bark at Devil's Island. It sounds ====~[i~~~~~~~if~~~~~~;;~~~~~

like a password, but it could be a
description for what seems to be a
low-budget film with vials of
violence, scores of sex and ampules
of adventure. The show starts
today at the Coronado Four and M
Plaza.
Coma: Comatose cretins create a
cagey circumstance as they are held
by the hapless heartstrings that die"
tate the decision of dastardly dread
of whether one should live or die.
Life can be exciting when coma
comes at the Louisiana Blvd.
Cinema.
The Other Side of the Mountain
Part 2': yes, they have touched the
ski and have found true happiness.
Let's give three cheers for numb
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LOVE f'OT'iON XXX
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4200 Central S.E. 255·0462

Peter Fltth: Equus
Your

exclusive
shop for
style & fashion
Open 9:00 til?

ffilchnel Douglns: Comn

Vnnessa Redgro.ve
~·.;·

. Overnight
"- .

4~·o8amjj

5-7 Mon.- Fri.

Mon.& Wed. FREE BEER*
8:30pm-10pm
Tues.&Thurs. LADIES NIGHTS*
8:30pm-10pm
(All Ladies Well Drinks FREE)
"$1.00 Cover
Lunches Served Mon.- Fri.

Speakeasy

COPIES.·

3lf:zcea.

c~if FREE

Boogie To:

....

Uncle Nasty's

·~

·day : . ·

. . . No Minimum

l.'bder New Management

Entertainment 6 Nites 4418 Central S·E-

·- KINK '

.

· h12 Cent, Sli: 268.1!515
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2:45,5,7:15 and 9:30p.m.
1::1 •
C~ose E~counters of the Th~rd ~
Kmd: Its an encounter w11h
destiny at the Mall Cinema at 2,
4:30, 7 and 9:30p.m.
ttl
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Special ASUNM
Election - Feb. 22
Parker's big, warm,
friendly pen now at a
special price. Choose
ball pen or soft tip.

Ptlme rib Ann-ffinrgret

Aztec Out of Step
Adjoining Suites/Aztec Two-Step/RCA-APLl-2453
By SCOTT SCANLAND
Aztec Two-Step is a great, catchy name for a rock group ... too bad you
can't say the same for their latest album.
Adjoining Suites isn't a bad album, it's just simple; simple songs, simple
rhythms, and more often then not, simple lyrics. Most of the songs could
be copied by a high school band.
Lead vocalist Rex Fowler sounds like he might have had an off day
when they recorded this album. His vocals fade in and out and sometime
give out all together. The harmonies are misplaced and in falsetto ... you
can't say much more about a lot ofooohsand aaahs.
The lyrics are the worst thing about Adjoining Suites. They are shallow
and right out of my package of Bubble Gum.
There are some good points about this album. Guitarist David Sleight
gives some nice guitar solos and bass player David Gross pounds out interesting bass lines on all cuts. The best songs are "Looking Glass" and
"Up in Lilly's Room".
Aztec Two-Step has put out some good albums. This isn't one of them.
D-plus.

The Central Intelligence Agency hm; professional
opportunities for persons trained in the disciplines
listed below. If you are a senior or graduate
student now completing your studies we will be
pleaseil to review your credentials.

All initial assignments are in the Washington,
D.C. area. Some require foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship required.

Nlghtmnte: Jnson Robnrds comfotts Fondn
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Detective Out of Clues

·1

1 ·

·. Hetbert Kos,s:

Zinnemann is one of the masters
of the epic form, Although many
of his films are dull, he, along with
David Lean and Franklin J. Schaffner, has that rare and wonderful
ability to focus on the human

I

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER
JUNE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

LO 0 Guide to the movies

.m
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It is a a sombre, depressing w.ork

Rob&lt ffi&rtlll, fo.m&d ffi&tropollto.n Op&ro. bo.rlton&, will b& c.pp&llllng with th& M&w ffi&xlco Symphony Orch&stto. o.nd Chorus
f&bruc.ryiO o.nd II In Pop&joy He. II o.t 8:15p.m. Th& progto.m, dlr&ct•d by ffio.&atto Yoahlml To.k&da, wllllnclud& chotuses o.nd o.rlc.a by
ffiozo.rt, Puccini, Glotdo.no, V~trdl, R~taplghl o.nd Rossini.
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Fem Harriers
Divide· Meets

-

In Western Athletic Conference Action·

The UNM wom~n harriers will will be divided into two groups this
weekend. The UNM track entries in the field events will travel to
·
Pocatella, Idaho, for an invitational, Saturday.
Top runner for the UNM team is Susie Vigil, who in her best race of
the season, finished second in the 800 meter run at the Jaycee Invitational track meet last weekend.
The runners will host the AAU Region 10 Meet Feb. 11-12 at
Tingley Coliseum on the New Mexico State Fair Grounds.
In the field events will be Anita Marshland, Renee Coffield, and
Dinie Norero in the high jump. Julie Malone in the long jump, and
Debbie Davis, and Therese Redinger-shot put.
Running for the Lobos will be Cindy Ashby, Patty Kaufman, Katy
Huff, and Chris Wotten in the 8QO run, Susan Vigil in the mile run
and Peggy Mallory in the 60 yard dash and the hurdles.

Wildcats Eighth Lobo Victim

0
,....
"

~

DyED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
If you turned off the lights in the
"Pit" with the sole exception of a
spotlight on every move, every,
step every expression made by a

UNM Lobo, you would realize
what Coach Norm "Ellenberger's
young men face by merely stepping
on the court.
Thursday night Arizona turned
the spotlight on UNM and the

il<

Lobos did not falter, and in fact
did rather well for themselves.
The Lobo's I 03-85 win prompted
co-captain Michael Cooper to say,
'I feel we played pretty good;
We've tried to play together as a
team and tonight we did."
Unfortunately for the Lobos
they had a flat stop where they
played poorlyas a team.
With 7~27 left in the game and
UNM's t's point lead melted to 8269.
"I can't believe that crap,"
Ellenberger said during a timeout
of his team's play, "I just played
the whole bunch of you."
Lobo Marvin Johnson, who had
22 points, said, "The flat spot in
Wyoming (the Cowboys cut an ISpoint lead to 3) was mental. This
one came as part of the game
naturally."
The Lobos 8-0 record (which tied
the record fo most consecutive
WAC wins with BYU) puts them in
a glass bottle along with their
national ranking for all to make
judgements on them.
Phil Abney, who was battling the
flu as well as the Wildcats said,
"We played up to our potential. As
for our ranking, we did it together,
we deserve it and we've got to keep
at it."
Jimmy Allen, came off the bench
for 12 points, nine in the second
half, and said, "I play better as the
game goes on."
The Lobos burned the nets for a
52 percent mark, while both
Arizona and UNM battled to see
who could hit the worse freethrow
percentage as they both his 65 percent.

LOBO Photos
ByW.T. Hunt
New Mexico coach Norm Ellenberger

Wrestling Invite

By MARTY ZIMBEROFF
Ten wrestling teams representing
four states will converge on Johnson Gym today for the start of
UNM's eleventh annual Lobo Invitational wrestling tournament.
UNM wrestling coach Ron
Jacobsen said that awards will be
issued for first, second, third and
four! h pI a1=e positions as weiI as an
1
. w rester
0 utstan d mg
awar d ' Most
Near Falls award, Fastest Fall
award and awards for the teams
c~pturing the first and second
P aces.
Teams competing in the meet are
Adams State, Arizona, Northern
Arizona, Southern Utah, Utah
State, Mesa College, Western State

College, Highlands University, Ft.
Lewis College and the UNM
Lobos.
Coach Jacobsen said that the
Lobo grapplers are healthy and
ready for mat action with Arthur
DeLaCruz filling the 118 pound
position, Butch Escalante at 126
pound. s, Frank Gllpi"n !Joldi"ng tile
134 pound weight class, team captain Gary Hines wrestling the 142
pound position, Robert Wall filling
the 150 pound division, Gary
Damiani grappling at 158 pounds,
Flo Gallegos holding the 167 pound
class for UNM and Jeff Peterson
grabbing the 177 pound division

wh1le Paul Marf1z f!lls the 190
pound spot for the UNM squad.
The Lobo s w iII forfeit the
heavyweight position as usual.
Jacobsen said the tournament
favorites will be Utah State,
Arizona, Adams State with UNM
following closely.
Th L
h e obo grapplers fell to Nort ern Colorado earlier this week,
28-9.
Coach Jacobsen said that the
Colorado matmen were "outstanding" as that team shut out
Utah this season and currently hold
a 14-4 record.

I
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Fems Battle Wildcats

It has been almost a year since
the "Pit" has seen the University
of New Mexico women's basketball
team· Jose.
Saturday at 5 p.m., the Arizona
Wildcats will try to end the string in
a preliminary contest to the men's
game against Arizona State.
The Lobo women, who have won

'

12 of their fast 14 home games are
led by 6-4 center Carol Moreland
and her 17.8 point average and a
dominating 18.3 rebound per game
average.
UNM is coming off a weekend
which saw them win by 13 over
Wyoming and by 35 over Colorado
State giving the Lobos a 4-2 In-

WAC Action
,•

FRIDAY ACTION:
COLORADO STATE AT BRIGHAM YOUNG
WYOMING AT UTAH
SATURDAY ACTION:
ARIZONA AT UTEP (TVS Game of the Week, 2p_m.)
ARIZONA STATE AT Na'll MEXICO
WYOMINGATBYU
CSUATUTAH

termountain Conference record.
Their Ia st home. loss came at the
hands of national power NevadaLas Vegas.
Sophomore Jean Rostermondt
may be slipping in her point
average (16), but has is averaging
about 4 assists and 5.6 rebounds,
besides her pesky defensive play.
Despite their lack of height (with
the obvious exception of Moreland)
UNM is pulling down an average of
50 rebounds.
The Lobos have not found going·
to the charity stripe particularly
profitable as they have connected
only 58 per cent of the time. Again
there is an exception as Cindy
Fischer has hit 80 per cent which
has helped her 10-point average.
The Lobos will play four of their
last six games, after Arizona, away
from the friendly "Pit".

DI'IW

Lobo Prey

Arizona coach Fred "The Fox" Snowden
The teams were graced by the sounds good," upon hearing of the
presence of Sports Illustrated's special guests.
very own Larry Keith and a scout
The crowd of over 18,000 exfor the New Orleans Jazz pro ploded for just about anything that
basketball team.
went right for UNM including
UNM's Wil Smiley whose eight Willie Howards slam dunk which
rebounds ("that's not very good") earned him a technical for hanging
and aggressive defense certainly did on the rim from the ref, and a stannot hurt the Lobos said "That ding ovation from the fans.

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS-The Lobo women are home tonight
against Utah State and Brigham
Young in tough conference action.Tonight's meet begins at 7 and
is to be held in Carlisle Gym.
SKIING--The Lobos travel to
Eldora, Colo. for another conterence race. New Mexico continues to dominate the Conference
with a strong hold on the team title.
The women of coach George
Brooks will be hosting the national
finals March 9-11 in Red River and
Angel Fire, N.M.

Will be

Sold Out by showtime

""n

HAY A 'T SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

NM Public Interest
Research Group
. (NMPIRG)
Availability Of Aefund
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each
semester's activity fee.
• Amount of refund- s2oo
• Refund Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24
• Location of refund -SUB Box Office
• How to obtain refund- Show Student lD

Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPIRG
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Try An Omelette With Us
J•,j
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1. Membership in a nation-wide organization working With
your interest in mind
2. Free adviCe on consumer, social and environmental
prooJems
3. Free literature pertc'ining to NMPlRG projects
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons.
Handbook, And Many Many More

New Mexico Union Food Service

This Coupon Good for A
1~--~-"'(r'··,qm> r:r/:' d'CD])"jj",.,,.e
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Disadvantages of collecting refund
1. lneligibilitytovoteorrun forNMPlRG board of directors
2. Non support of NMPlRG's consumer, social and environmental projects
This advertisement is in no way meant to discourage the
exercise of your right to a refund, but simply to inform you of
its availability. If you have any questions or comments,
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With the purchase of any omelette in

I

I,
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The Omelette Shoppe- New Mexico Union
Food Service. Offer expires

Feb.10,1978
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please ca/1 NMPIRG at 277·2757 or visit the office at 139 Har·
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EDITORIAL SERVICE AN.ri writing assistance,
265-1164.
2/16
WILL TYPE ELITE, $,75 a page, 294-6781
2/13
QA 'TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system, Tec~mical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, Charts& tables. 345-2125,
4/29
KJNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric)• and
now 3-minute Passport' Photos, No appointment.
268-85 15,
tfn

4.

Classifleds

HOUSING

CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely• furnished 1-bdrm, $110,
utilities paid. Ca11262-J7SJ 1 Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
2/10
BIKE TO CLASS. Cle[!n solid 1-bdrm, $14.5, bills
paid. Call262-175), Valley Rental.s, $30 fee.
2/10
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to the College Inn. 303.Ash NE, 243-2881
2/10
L,IVE-IN SITUATION FOR woman, non-sm?ker.
$.50,00 room and board. Near UNM, 256-7593. 2116
S 100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities
included, Call262-17.51, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
2/10
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3pbdrm
house. Non·smoking. Around February 25th. 2680183 after 5 pm. _
2/15
SE I·BDRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pels
welcome, $100: Ca11262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
2/10
fee.
GOOD NE 4-RM DUPLEX. Kids, pets OK, $130.
....-call262-1i51, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
2/10
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE house
$110/month. Call Jocl277-3230 or 255-3608. 2/14
ROOMMATE NEEDED, CALL 266-9222, $80.00
momhly.
·
2/10

5.

1. ·PERSONALS

ucHANGED''· THE SPIRITUAL realities of life

coni rolled by people. A documentary running noon
SUB 250C. M-W-F February 13,15,17. The Way
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT cont·ntcrnational.
2117
truceptlon, stcrillzlitlon, abortion. Right to Choose,
JOHN
JOSEPH
CALL
LESLIE299-4773.
2113
294-0171.
2/IS
THE HOPE OF GLORY! Free admission rock
THE AMERICAN DOLLAR has deprecialed
concert. Saturday nite, February II th, 7:00 at The
conslderably against the German Mark. This will
Christian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
l"nuse Birkenstocks to increase in price '$3/pr.
2/10
starting Feb. 13. Blrkenstocks now 2011Jo off old price
unlil Feb. 11 at Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute an,
2110 ' photography, prose, poetry, etc. to UNM's creative
9946.
works magazine-Conceptions-Southwest, Room 105
WE'LL MISS YOU RODGER! It won't be the same
Marron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February
2110
without you...
2/10
28.
PASSPORT. IMMIGRATION, ID phojos. Lowest
PERRY'S
PIZZA
(ACROSS
from
the
UNM),
We
prices in town. Fast 1 pleilsing, Cal1265-2444 or come
Deliver. Ca\1843-9750.
2/10
to 1717 Girard NE.
2/10
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Jjappy
Hour ... cvcryFridayfrom5:30to7:30,
2110
NICK, HOW COME. no more personal ads? Dld you
fall inloYc with a waitress-at Carrara's? Mary. 2113
LOST CAT. LARGE grey-brown-black long hailed,
DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating
nuffy !ailed, short legged male, no collar, n~med
children from 9-36 months of age to participate in a
Riley, Gone since Jan. 2.5 from area Ash and S1IYer.
~tudy on play. If you arc interested, please call277Please call247-2697 if found.
2/10
2110
4209.
" FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black, chain
CONTACTS?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS. Casey
collm, no tllgs.Appears to be about l yr. old. Found
Optical Company, 255-8736,
tfn
ncar Carlisle & Central. 299-7946.
2115
FOUND: CALCULATOR MITCHELL HALL. 242FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
Experienccd teacher, Private lessons. Call Marc at L
3752, Describe and cl_!lim.
2116
& M Music Studio: 247-8158.
2/10
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and
KNOW SOMETHING THAT mighc make a good
claim. Call after 6pm.821-9527.
2115
news story? Call the LOBO news tip hotlinc, 277- · LOST: FEB. 4, WI{ITE male cal. Green eyes, blue
.5656.
2110
rhinestone coJJar. No tags. 2.55-74.15.
2/14
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONL\ IDe, American
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
cigarcues 48c, eYcry morning at Ptpe & Tobacco
ss
277 ~ 5907 .
Road. V2 block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-F 9-6
and Sal. I0-5.
2/17

2. LOST & FOUND
=--------------:-:-:

CARPOOL AVAILABLE FROM Santa Fe to UNM
ror 9:30 class Tues., Thurs. l-988·2642.
2114
COCKTAIL 'STYLE RAINBOW color cigarettes
available at Pl(lc & Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE.
2/14
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short

intensive courses in .shooting black-and-white, color.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to suit your present knowledge: ~bsolu!e
beginners or in~crmedlatcs. Spc.cial scss1ons. m
omdoor portraiture, nature & sccmcsj sports act1on.
Intensive -darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call
soon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Girard
NE. 265-2444.
2/10

PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fast-pitch softball needed.
If interested ca11298-6476.
2113
THE HEART & THE HANDS Creative Arts
Workshop is offering a St. Valentines Print
Workshop, Saturday February 11 from 1:~0-4:30
pm. Fees $5 for child and $10 for adult. Fam1ly style
worksh~p. adults and children work. l~gether
learning print techniques for St. Va\entme s Day
cards. We welcome :st\ldcnts from 6-%. To register
call Rob Etigmn, 255-~-~· 309 Harvard SE. 2/10

FORSALE

DELUXE MICROWAVE LARGE oven touchmatic,
prob~, memory. No down payment, assume small
monlhly payments. 268-439J.
2/13
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
bullonholes, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
without atlachmcnts, $27,50 and take machine. 2665871.
2113
LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & t3pes In New
Mexico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down
easy" sale--all6.981i~t LP's, 3.99, al17.9B list LP's,
4.99. Higher lisi LP 1s and all tapes, $1.00 off.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE
Store Only, ucross frorn Hippo Icc Cream.
2/24
LEICA FOCOMATIC ENLARGER, $250. Used
35mm to 21A square enlarger, $49.95. New
enlargers, 3.5 lo2 11.., $69.96 and $89.95.8 X_IO trays,
three for $4, Other darkroom and proce:r.smg stuff.
Spol cash for cameras, lens, photo items. Wilson
Camera, 3107 Central NE.
2110
1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/case cherry finish
$275.00 cost $375.00 new. 292-3087 after 5:30. 2113
FOR SALE:· 1976 Fiat 131, 5-spccd, excellent condition, low mileage, Sony AM-PM stereo cassetlc.
2113
Call Barry, 877-7881.
PEUGEOT 10-SPEED, STRAIGHT handle bars,
down-tube fraille, excellent condition, .$60. Larry,
883-7262 a rter I :00.
2113
NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 walls,
cassette or 8 track player. Fronollc 6-way speaker,
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly
payments. 266-5871
2113

2114
FAST TYPING 266-3953.
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: Last d~y
for full rdund February II. I) Books must be m
origlnal condition. 2} You must have cash receipt! 3)
You mu~t present student I D.
2110
Z/10
VOLVO REPAIR. CALL Mike, 247-9083.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION forms 1040-A $5,
1040 $7.50. Lollie, 265-3149.
2110
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 821-7905.
2/10
INCOME TAX PREPARATIO('I. In house service,
·
2/10
reasonable rates. Tom 243-7387.
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, insurance. legal, medical. statistical. Call266~4770.
2/10
TYPING AND EDJTING, SOc per page. 883·
3822.2/13
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: SegoYia method.
Beginners welcome. 266-9291_.-·
2/28

PIONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong
speakers, magnetic turntable & hightrade cartridge
ca~elle recorder. Assume small monthly payments.
2/14
268-4394.
TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE- touch-malic
browning element, large oven adjustable shelves,
automatic defrost, memory mke up. Small monthly
2/14
payments. 266-5871.
COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sell, big
molar attachments noor waxer & polbher, take over
payments: I ill balance paid orr. 268-4394.
2/14
SJNGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to butlonhole, zig zag. Pay
$16.00 and lake machine. 266-5872.
2/14

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
tfn
TYPING. 151 QUALITY, 883-7787.
2124

EMPl. OYMENT

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and eYenings, Must be able 10 work
Friday and Saturday nighls. Must be 21 years old.
Apply in person, no phone catls please, SaYe-Way
Liquor Stores at .5704 Lqmas NE, 5S 16 Menaul NE.
2/17
POSITION FOR INTERNATIONAL Center
Director. Application aYailable at 1808 las lo~as
NE, 10-12 & 14:~0! or 1717 Roma NE. Deadline
March 31 ; 1978.
2123
PART-TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-timC summer. Call Phil Franczyk.
CLU. 883·5360,
2117

8.

d;;

MISCELLANEOUS

C.'

CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips $89.95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) BllY size matlress wilh 3-year
guarantee: $89,95.3407 Central NE. 25.5-2289. 2/23
OANCE!! FEBRUARY 19,1978, 3pm-7pm
American L!!gion Hall, 1201 Mouncain Rd. NE.
Music by Spinning Wheel, $6 a couple, $3 single
tickets available at nil Tlckerm~ster locations. 2/10
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Alumni Support
Branch Idea
ByD.M.FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
A community college in Albuquerque should be a UNM branch,
Peggy Richie, Alumni president said at a meeting of the Alumni
Association. The association voted unanimously to support Richie's
position.
Richie said the University has the administrative resources to
operate the community college and would give its associate degree
. reciepients the prestigee of a UNM degree.
An independent community college will have to begin building a1
computer center, registration office, medical and social centers, she·
said in a press conference.
·
When asked about the dispute over the community college between
· UNM President William E. Davis and members of the Chamber of
Commerce, Richie said, "I think the chamber should be more supportive of the University."
"The anti-UNM feelings of the Chamber leadership surprise me,"
she said. Although Chamber leadership has "blasted" the University's lobbying efforts, "I heartily second the Regents' endorsement of
the university's right to make its views know in the legislature."
Richie said the Alumni were not acting as a rubber stamp for the
University's administration, "If we had wanted to be a rubber stamp
for the University, we would have done it two months ago."
If the proposed community college is approved by the legislature as
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Senators
recognize

it would be
expensive.'

House Bill 130 authorizing the creation of an independent community college was approved Sunday by• the state House of
Representatives in a vote of 44 to 22.
HB 129, allowing the purchase of University of Albuquerque, was
also approved by a vote of 5 I to 17.
The approval came despite last-minute lobbying by UNM officials
against the proposal. The bill must be approved by the Senate before it
becomes law.
UNM Board of Regents President Henry Jaramillo said he is optimistic that the Senate would not approve the independent college
proposal. "A lot of senators recognize the fact that it would be very
expensive, whereas branch college are more. or less self-supporting,"
he said.
HB 130 authorizes an independent community college by expanding
T-VI curricula to include academic courses. The college would offer
associate degrees. The bill also appropriates $3 million for the first
year the college operates.
.
HB 129 allows the state Board of Finance to issue $8 million in
severance tax bonds for the purcha~e ofU of A.
The University has opposed an independent college contending that
making the college a branch of UNM would save money and be more
educationally sound.
If the Senate approves the bill, the independent college will liegin
operation in Fall 1978.

.
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DAILY

It is better to be a square
peg in a round hole, less
chance of getting stuck.

Monday, February 13,1978

"Our annual report ...
lists 177 countries
where there are human
rights violations."

\

-

"i - -

"We work for the
release of people whom
we call prisoners of
conscience."
Maggie Beirne

Janet Johnstone

Group Aids Political Prisone·rs~~~By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Staff Writer

[Editor's Note: This is the first of
a two-part series on Amnesty
International, a London-based
organization that won the Nobel
Peace Prize on 1977. I

,,
II

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayl!

Classified Advertising Rates
·- 15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by ------Telephone,_ _ _ __

'A lot of

New Mexico

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Da_ily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
· .' under. thehea~mg
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housmg;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

House Paves
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(cont. on page
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SEARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale. 2434088.
2/IS
TWO PAlRS OF K-2 ski boots, size 9!tl $35, size 4,
$25. Like new. 345.0959.
2110
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color
television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment,
small monthly payments until balance is paid orr.
266-58122113
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC 111, commercial model with
shag rake and auachmcnts, llfcllme factory
warranty, take oYer small payments. 266-5871. 2113
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
Fcbnmry. Delta Mark lOB $39.9.5: Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Eleclronic
Ignition Sales.
2/17
SONY TRINITRON, AUTOMATIC one button fine
tuning, big screen, factory warrant)'. 268-4393. 2/14

3. SERVICES

6.

MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
Foreign. No experJence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00
for information to SEAPAX, Dept, 0-10, Box2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362,
2/10

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

rr
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Like ships that pass m tne nlgJJt,
Janet Johnstone of San Francisco
and Maggie Beirne of London met
in Albuquerque to spend a day with
Amy Conger of the local chapter of
Amnesty International (AI).
Beirne, currently on a year's leave
from her group, is touring the
organization's American chapters,
while Johnstone came specifically
to visit Albuquerque's chapter,
then went on to start one in Santa
Fe. The trio visited the LOBO
office to discuss the aims and goals
of Amnesty International.
"We work for the release of
people whom we call prisoners of
conscience," explained Johnstone,
"Those who get arrested because of
their political or religious beliefs,
their race, their background, or
their sex, -provided they haven't
used violence. Then we have a
second prong of work, a campaign
for the abolition of torture, and the
death penalty."
"Our Annual Report this
December," said Beirne, "Lists 177
countries including the U.S. where
tiH:te are human rights violations

which fit within these categories,
and where we have taken some
action.··
Founded in London in 1961,
Amnesty
International
was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
1977. With members in 105
countries, and offices in 35 of these
countries, AI has
witnessed a
personal growth, both in general
awareness of its function and in its
membership.
In addition to operating expenses, AI maintains a small staff,
the remainder of the organization
being comprised of volunteers who
raise their own funds. Although it
depends largely on donations, the
group has very strict guidelines
regarding its doners, in order to
preserve its financial impartiality.
The cases a group works with
come from a politically balanced
spectrum of countries. When a
prisoner is sponsored by a group,
he is ''adopted." Often this
relationship extends to the family
of the prisoner, providing relief
during his confinement and aid
even after this release has been
achieved. In this type of long-term
committment, AI tries to form
groups they are confident will stay
together.
"One thing that's important,"
Conger stressed "ls that we don't
work for people in our own

country, because we are an im- portant if a government is receiving
partial, independent organization. letters from outside, from a difThat 1-s so we don't. have to get f eren 1 coun1ry. "~h
r en t h ey h ave to
involved in political issues locally, sit back and say, 'My God, these
and mount international pressure. people know.' "
We have groups in Moscow, Korea,
Currently between. cases, the
and Peru. If these people worked Albuquerque group is involved with
On Cases l' n the1'r own countri'es, 1't t wo a d op t'wns. Th e f'ust case IS
· a
would be very dangerous for them, man in Morocco who haas been in
so it also acts a~ a safeguard.''
•0Iitary confinement for five years.
Jackson said. "fnr intcrna:k.n,d Married to a North American, he
pressure, I think it\ m•>rc im-

was taken away at the time their
child was three weeks old. His wife,

;!~~. ish:s t~:~~e~h:t ~~: !~:~eicao~

communication about him.
The other case is a black student
in Cameroon. He was arrested
during a student demonstration two
years ago, and the group has been
unable to obtain any information
about him.

KUNM D.rives for NPR

By TIM GAI.LAGHER
LOBO Editor
KUNM, the University's studerH-operat.ed FM radio'
station, has started a drive that its directors think will
enable it to reach more than just students. In the works at KUNM for some time, is a drive to
bring National Public Radio (NPR) programming
back to Albuquerque.
NPR is headquartered in Washington D.C., and its
programs are syndicated on :.lations across the
country. Until · last September, listeners in
Albuquerque and the northern part of the New Mexcio
could hear NPR programs on KIPC-FM, but that
station folded last year.
.
KUNM decided to try and pick up the programs and
has started a drive to gain the necessary support.
First, public appeals for letters of support were
broadcast. The appeals ask for letters to the station
and to ASUNM and the Graduate Student
Association. Funding from both these organizations i•:
necessary for KUNM to meet the requirements o

NPR. KUNM program director Mike Regan said the
station has received about 300 letters of support so far
and "a lot of them are from out-of-town.''
The other part of the drive is a petition on the mall
which Regan said was signed by about I ,500 persons
and will be presented to ASUNM and GSA.
Regan said that to qualify for NPR, the station must
meet three requirements- budget, staff and power.
"The power requirement we have no trouble with,"
said Regan. And he said that although NPR requires
its affiliates to have five full time workers and KUNM
has only three, plans are in the works to hire the
necessary two.
It io, the budget requirement that conerns the station
operator~. Regan said NPR requires an anr1Ual budget
of $80,000. KUNM received $62,000 total from
ASUNM and GSA last year and added with its
equipment, was able to meet the $80,000 required.
But there have been rumblings in the ASUNM
.~nate this year that organi7ation.l whkh receile the
largest appropriations mig hi have tn he cut in 0rd~r to
.

!cont. on page 61

